
The staffing business is changing. The client demands keep increasing. New technologies are charging 
into the market and your customers expect you to be using them. Meanwhile, your business has been all 
about filling job reqs. Little time exists to actually focus on improving how work can be done to benefit 
your recruiters, your candidates and your customers. Solution providers are calling you every day. They all 
have a silver bullet. You know that can’t be true but how do you discern? And when you do decide to adopt 
innovation, how do you do it so your organization can actually embrace the change?

Industry Challenge

STAFFING FIRMS

New digital staffing companies are 
trying to disrupt your world

Your candidate database is large but 
probably way out of date

Pain Points

Solution providers are
overwhelming you with all the
buzzword new technologies

All the vendors sound the same; how 
do you decide who can really help?

Your applicant tracking system is
not able to integrate with social
recruiting tools
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Talent Tech Labs was originally conceived inside of a staffing company, so we know the very challenges 
that confront you. We know that technology can become an enabler but we also understand how difficult 
it is for agencies to manage change. Talent Tech Labs’ deep knowledge of the solutions that can be 
additive to staffing companies is second to none.  We’ll reduce the noise of the solution providers who all 
claim to have the silver bullet.

We deliver our research and completely unbiased insights to help you quickly assess those tools that 
can make your recruiters more efficient. We also help you understand the competitive landscape of 
recruitment in the future as more digital solutions come on the market. We know your sensitivity to cost 
and we understand how the right solutions can drive better outcomes for your recruiters. And by using the 
right technologies we can help you differentiate yourself from your competitors so you can continue to 
attract the best people to your team and deliver the best service to your customers.

Contact Talent Tech Labs to learn how we can resolve the pain points specific to your staffing firm and 
elevate your strategy.

How Talent Tech Labs can help

TALENT TECH LABS
Is on a mission to elevate the state of the art in recruitment technology. 
Discover more through our social platforms below. 
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